Abstract-Medical image processing is used for the diagnosis of diseases by the physicians or radiologists. Noise is introduced to the medical images due to various factors in medical imaging. Noise corrupts the medical images and the quality of the images degrades. This degradation includes suppression of edges, structural details, blurring boundaries etc. To diagnose diseases edge and details preservation are very important. Medical image denoising can help the physicians to diagnose the diseases. Medical images include MRI, CT scan, x-ray images, ultrasound images etc. In this paper we implemented bilateral filtering for medical image denoising. Its formulation & implementation are easy but the performance of bilateral filter depends upon its parameter. Therefore for obtaining the optimum result parameter must be estimated. We have applied bilateral filtering on medical images which are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise with different values of variances. It is a nonlinear and local technique that preserves the features while smoothing the images. It removes the additive white Gaussian noise effectively but its performance is poor in removing salt and pepper noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging includes magnetic resonance imaging, x-ray imaging, computer tomography, ultrasound imaging etc .All these images are collected by different types of sensors and they are contaminated by different types of noises [1, 2] such as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) [3] , speckle noise [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , salt and pepper noise [10] , rician noise [11] , Brownian noise etc. Generally MRI images are corrupted by rician noise while ultrasound images are corrupted by speckle noise. In the digital image, noises are high as well as low frequency components. It is very easy to remove high frequency components whereas it is difficult to remove low frequency components because real signal and low frequency noise cannot be distinguished easily. Noise may be generated due to imperfect instruments used in image processing, problems with the data acquisition process and interference; all of which can degrade the data. Furthermore, noise can also be introduced by transmission errors and compression also. Different types of noises [11] are introduced by different noise sources like dark current noise is due to the thermally generated electrons at sensor sites. It is proportional to the exposure time and highly dependent on the sensor temperature. Shot noise [12] , which has the characteristics of Poisson distribution [11] , is due to the quantum uncertainty in photoelectron generation. Amplifier noise and quantization noise occur during the conversion of number of electrons to pixel intensities. Ultrasound imaging is the example of coherent imaging and they are severely affected by speckle noise [7, 8] . Speckle is a type of multiplicative noise. This is generated due to scattering phenomenon. A number of elementary scatterers reflect the incident waves towards the sensors. The back scattered coherent waves with different phases undergo constructive and destructive interference in random manner [5] . Therefore acquired image is corrupted by a random granular pattern which is called as speckle. In medical term it is commonly referred as "texture" [5] .
The overall noise characteristics in an image depend on many factors, which include sensor type, pixel dimensions, temperature, exposure time [13] etc.
It is necessary to denoise the medical images before analyzing the data. It is done for the diagnosis of diseases by the radiologists and physicians. Noise corrupts the medical images and the quality of the images degrades. This degradation includes suppression of edges, structural details, blurring boundaries etc. To diagnose diseases edge and details preservation is very important. Medical image denoising can help the physicians or radiologists to diagnose the diseases. There are several techniques to suppress the noise. The main goal of denoising the medical images is to preserve the important feature such as edges, boundaries etc [14] . Image denoising is done by filtering which can be broadly divided into categories: linear filtering and nonlinear filtering. Mean filtering and Gaussian filtering are the example of spatial denoising methods. They are linear methods which cause blurring the images and simultaneously suppress the details. The performances of linear filters are not satisfactory because they blur the sharp edges; destroy lines and other finer details. To avoid these problems non-linear filtering is used. Bilateral filtering [15] is one of the examples of nonlinear filtering. It is a non-iterative method. It combines domain and range filters simultaneously. It preserves edge information while denoising. However it does not give satisfactory results, real gray levels are polluted seriously and the range filter cannot work properly. This phenomenon is called propagation of noise (PoN) [13] . Now a days ultrasound imaging is used widely in medical imaging because it is portable, relatively inexpensive and comparatively safe with other medical imaging techniques such as MRI and CT scan [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . It is used to visualize muscles, their size, shape, injuries and soft tissues of the internal organs viz. liver, kidney, uterus, heart etc. Ultrasound images are severely affected by speckle noise [7, 8] . Unlike additive white Gaussian noise speckle noise is a type of multiplicative noise [21] which satisfies the condition:
where s(x, y) is the original signal, n(x,y) is the noise introduced into the original signal, w(x,y) is the corrupted image and (x, y) represents the pixel value of the image. Taking logarithm on both sides of (1) equation becomes: log 10 w(x, y) =log 10 s(x, y) + log 10 n(x, y)
In section II previous works for the image denoising using bilateral filter and other methods are discussed. Section III includes the introduction of bilateral filter. In Section III the notation of bilateral filter is to be formulized. Section IV presents the implementation of filter. In section V measurement of performance used in this paper to denoise the medical images is formulized. Section VI shows the experimental results and section VII includes conclusion and ideas for the further exploration in future.
II. II.LITERATURE REVIEW Tomasi et al. (1998) proposed bilateral filtering for gray and color images. Bilateral filtering smoothes images while preserving edges, by means of a nonlinear combination of nearby image values. The method is non-iterative, local, and simple. It combines gray levels or colors based on both their geometric closeness and their photometric similarity and prefers near values to distant values in both domain and range. The performance of bilateral filter can be optimized if the noise level is known. Bilateral filter gives standard filtering performance for gray as well as color images. Also it does not produce phantom color along edges in the color images and it reduces phantom colors if they appear in the image [10] .
Michael Elad (2002) proposed a theoretical bridge and show that the bilateral filter also emerges from the Bayesian approach [16] , using a novel penalty functional. For this functional, it is shown that a single iteration of the Jacobi algorithm yields the bilateral filter. Based on this observation, the bilateral filter can be improved to further speed-up its smoothing operation. Also, it is shown that the bilateral filter can be extended to treat more general reconstruction problems such as image restoration, image scaling, super-resolution etc.
Ming Zhang et al. (2008) proposed multi-resolution bilateral filter [17] , where bilateral filtering is applied to the approximation (low-frequency) sub-bands of a signal decomposed using a wavelet filter bank. The multi-resolution bilateral filter is combined with wavelet thresholding [18] .An image is decomposed into low and high frequency components and bilateral filter is applied on the approximate sub bands and wavelet thresholding on the detail sub bands. In the proposed method bayesshrink is used for wavelet thresholding technique. The performance can be improved by using redundant wavelet decomposition. This proposed method is the multiresolution application of bilateral filter.
Sudipta Roy et al. (2010) proposed a new model
based on the hybridization of wavelet and bilateral filters for de-noising [1] of variety of noisy images. The performances are evaluated in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and image quality index (IQI). The use of bilateral filters in combination with wavelet thresholding [3] filters on sub-bands of a decomposed image deteriorates the performance. But the application of bilateral filter before and after decomposition enhances the performance. In addition, the proposed filter gives nearly uniform and consistent results on all the images.
Buyue proposed the adaptive bilateral filter (ABF) for sharpness enhancement and noise removal [19] . The ABF sharpens an image by increasing the slope of the edges without producing overshoot or undershoot. It is an approach for the sharpness enhancement that is fundamentally different from the un-sharp mask (USM). This new approach to slope restoration also differs significantly from previous slope restoration algorithms in that the ABF does not involve detection of edges or their orientation, or extraction of edge profiles. In the ABF, the edge slope is enhanced by transforming the histogram via a range filter with adaptive offset and width. The ABF is able to smooth the noise, while enhancing edges and textures in the image. The parameters of the ABF are optimized with a training procedure. However the drawback of this filter is that it does not give better performance at corners as it gives on the lines and spatially slowvarying curves. including anisotropic diffusion (AD) filtering; bilateral filtering and the sparse representation (SR) based method to provide convenience for targeted choosing of de-noising methods. The image de-noised by the sparse representation based method always has higher peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) than that of the other methods but loses more details. Moreover sparse representation based method takes too long time to remove the noise while anisotropic diffusion filtering takes the shortest time. Although bilateral filter gives lower PSNR value than the sparse representation based method but it takes very less time than that of SR based method simultaneously it preserves more information which are lost by SR based denoising method [15] .
Harold Phelippeau et al. (2008) proposed a method to automatically estimate the best intensity parameter set to remove the shot noise by considering automatic gain control (AGC) adjustment and the intensity mean and variance shot noise properties. The bilateral filter can be optimized if the noise level is known [12] . Francis et al. (2008) proposed an extension of the bilateral filter [20] . The proposed filter is a weighted median filter which adaptively estimates the weights in a similar manner to that of the bilateral filter. The proposed filter strikes a compromise between smoothing and preserving important detail. [21] . In order to detect edges of the images while denoising; the image is divided into two parts. First edge parts and second smooth parts and accordingly thresholding is to be set. This method gives better response for edge preservation while denoising is done.
Alexander Wong (2008) proposed an adaptive bilateral filtering of image signals using local phase characteristics. This method uses the local phase characteristics of an image signal to perform bilateral filter in adaptive manner. This method is effective to remove noise signal along with the enhancement of perceptual quality [22] .
Zhiwu Liao et al. (2010) proposed a method named context bilateral filter (CBF).In this method range filter is not defined on the gray level directly but it is defined on the context. Context is nothing but the smoother version of the image. If filter is applied on the context image; propagation of noise (PoN) is suppressed efficiently. The context bilateral filter gives good performance in the blind image denoising [13] .
III. III. BILATERAL FILTERING
Bilateral filtering is a technique to smooth images while preserving edges. The use of bilateral filtering has grown rapidly and is now it is used in image processing applications such as image denoising, image enhancement etc [14] . Several qualities of bilateral filter are enlisted below which explains its success:
• It is simple to formulate it. Each pixel is replaced by a weighted average of its neighbors.
• It depends only on two parameters that indicate the size and contrast of the features to preserve.
• It is a non-iterative method. This makes the parameters easy to set since their effect is not cumulative over several iterations [13] .
However, the bilateral filter is not parameter-free. The set of the bilateral filter parameters has an important influence on its behavior and performance. The parameters are window size w, standard deviation σ d and σ r . In the case of noise removal; the parameters have to be adapted to the noise level, while the bilateral filter adapts itself to the image details content.
The drawback of this filter is that it cannot remove salt and pepper noise [21] also it causes propagation of noise in medical images [13] . Another drawback of bilateral filter is that it is single resolution in nature that means it cannot access to the different frequency components of the image [1] . It is efficient to remove the noise in high frequency area but gives poor performance to remove noise to low frequency area.
IV. IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF BILETERAL FILTER
Bilateral Filtering is achieved by the combinations of two Gaussian filters [15] . One filter works in spatial domain and second filter works in intensity domain. This filter applies spatially weighted averaging smoothing edges.
In traditional low pass filtering [13] it is assumed that the pixel of any point is similar to that of the nearby points:
where c (ξ,x) measures the geometric closeness between the neighborhood center x and a nearby point ξ.
Both input (f) and output (h) images may be multiband.
But practically the pixel of points at boundaries is dissimilar to the nearby points. Therefore the boundaries are blurred. Bilateral filter combines gray levels based on both geometric closeness and photometric similarity and it prefers near values in both domain and range [13] . Range filtering is similarly defined:
where s (f (ξ), f(x)) measures the photographic similarity between the pixel at the neighborhood center x and that of nearby point ξ.
In this case, the kernel measures the photometric similarity between pixels. The normalization constant in this case is
We can combine equation (1) and (3) which describes the bilateral filtering as follows:
where
Combined domain and range filtering will be denoted as bilateral filtering [14] . It replaces the pixel value at x with an average of similar and nearby pixel values. In smooth regions, pixel values in a small neighborhood are similar to each other, and the bilateral filter acts essentially as a standard domain filter, averaging away the small, weakly correlated differences between pixel values caused by noise. Bilateral filtering is a noniterative method. Unlike traditional filters it removes the noise and preserves the edge information. But the optimal performance of the bilateral filter depends upon the parameters of the filter.
We have implemented bilateral filter using MATLAB 2009.The parameters of the filter are set such that optimum value of PSNR is achieved for wide range of AWGN.
V. V. MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE
To measure the performance of the denoising techniques several parameters are available for the comparison. Most common parameters are peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), image quality index (IQI) and mean square error (MSE) etc [24] .There are many other mathematical parameters using which the quality of denoised image can be calculated.
In this paper peak signal to noise ratio is chosen as the performance parameter. The PSNR is defined as: PSNR (dB) =10 log 10 (255 X 255)/MSE (8) where MSE is the mean square error between the denoised and original image [24] . It is calculated by taking the difference between two images pixel by pixel, square the result and final y average the results.
Higher value of PSNR of denoised and original image implies that the performance of the denoising method is good. But it does not imply that the visual quality of the denoised image is good.
VI. VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Bilateral filtering is applied in the different medical images such as x-ray images, MRI images and ultrasound images as shown below. In the first denoising experiment firstly different medical images are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with different values of variances σ 2 from 0.01 to 0.1 then bilateral filtering is applied. The parameters of bilateral filter can be tuned to find the optimal performance. Those parameters are window size w, standard deviation σ d and σ r . These parameters control the behavior and performance of the bilateral filter. Figure 9 shows the noisy images which are corrupted by speckle noise with different values of variance from 0.01 to 0.05. Figure 10 are the filtered images of figure 9.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) between filtered images and original image is calculated and listed in table.2. From this calculation it can be said that performance of bilateral filter is not satisfactory to remove speckle noise. In third denoising experiment bilateral filtering is applied to the images which are corrupted by salt & pepper noise with different values of noise. From the images seen above in figure 11 and 12 it is clear that bilateral filter is not able to remove salt and pepper noise efficiently. Its performance is poor for salt and pepper noise.
Graph between PSNR (dB) and variance is plotted as shown in figure 13 for experiment 1 in which firstly medical images are corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise and then restored by using bilateral filter.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK
We have presented the bilateral filter to denoise the medical images. Its performance is better than that of linear filters such as Wiener filter, mean filters etc. It gives better performance to remove the noise in high frequency area but it fails to remove noise to low frequency area. However its performance is not satisfactory to remove the noise from the image. The drawback of this filter is that it cannot remove salt and pepper noise. Also it gives poor performance to remove speckle noise from the ultrasound images. To improve the response of bilateral filter to remove speckle noise; multiplicative noise modal can be transferred into an additive one by taking logarithm of the corrupted image. This is a non-iterative method. This filter is not free from parameters. The performance of bilateral filter depends upon the parameters viz. window size (w) and standard deviations (σ d , σ r ).
We applied it on medical images such as x-ray image MRI image and ultrasound image which are corrupted by AWGN with different values of variance. We can say that the success of the bilateral filter lies in its combination of simplicity, good results and efficient algorithms. Although there are many alternative methods available for each of this points but only few of them gives all these advantages simultaneously.
The original goal of the filter is denoising; in which case a small spatial kernel suffices and the residual of the filter is discarded as the noise component. In contrast, many new applications leverage the bilateral filter to create two-scale decompositions that rely on large spatial kernels and where the residual of the filter is preserved because it is much more relevant to the human visual system. In this paper bilateral filtering is used for denoising the medical images. It is better than many techniques. Simultaneously it can be for different other applications such as contrast management, detail enhancement, depth reconstruction, data fusion, 3D fairing, texture and illumination separation, tone mapping, retinex, and tone management, orientation smoothing etc. Bilateral filtering can be used for processing video signals also.
